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Abstract 
Dynamic programming and branch-and-bound methodologies are combined to produce a hybrid algorithm for the 
multiple-choice knapsack problem. Lagrangian duality is used in a computationally efficient manner to compute tight 
bounds on every active node in the search tree. The use of Lagrangian duality also enables the use of a reduction 
procedure to reduce the size of the problem for the enumeration phase. Computational experience with up to 200 
multiple-choice s ts and 20000 zero one variables is reported. The computational experience indicates that the resulting 
algorithm is faster than the best published algorithm and is simpler to code. 
Keywords." Integer-programs; Dynamic programming; Branch-and-bound; Multiple-choice constraints; Knapsack 
problem 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Problem definition 
In this paper a hybrid dynamic programming (DP)/branch-and-bound (BB) algorithm is 
presented for solving the multiple-choice knapsack problem (MCKP) defined to be of the following 
form: 
maximise ~ y vjxj 
i= 1 jeNi 
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subject o ~ £ wjxj ~< b, 
i= 1 jeN/ 
xj = 1, i6M, 
jeNi 
xje {0, 1}, j~N,  
where M = {1,2, ..., m}, N = {1,2 .. . . .  n} = ( iL l  Ni, NpnNq = 0, for 1 ~< p < q ~< m, and the coef- 
ficients (vj, wj), j e N, and b are elements of N or (Z). 
The coefficients (v~, wj) are assumed to be nonnegative with at least one (vj, wj) = (0, 0), j e Ni for 
all i e M. If this is not the case, then an equivalent problem in which it does hold can be obtained by 
appropriate scaling; see [7]. It is also assumed, and again without loss of generality, that the 
b coefficient is such that 0 < b < Zi~M max {wj: j e N~} since if b < 0 the problem is infeasible and if 
b = 0 or b/> 2~eMmax{w/j~Ni} an optimal solution is obvious. 
For the general discrete mathematical programming (MP) problem Marsten and Morin [16] 
described a hybrid algorithm which may be viewed as a DP algorithm which uses bounding tests at 
each stage to eliminate some of the state space. Alternatively, it may be viewed as a specialised 
breadth-first BB tree search which uses fathoming by dominance, as well as by bound. In this paper 
a hybrid algorithm is developed for MCKP. The algorithmic framework of DP, which requires the 
partitioning of MCKP into stage subproblems, leads to a computationally efficient method of 
using Lagrangian duality to compute tight bounds for the bounding tests on all the nondominated 
states of the subproblems. The use of Lagrangian duality also allows the use of a "reduced cost" test 
to eliminate variables that cannot be optimal in MCKP and to "peg to zero" variables that cannot 
be optimal in MCKP in any completion of a partial solution associated with a nondominated state 
of a stage subproblem. 
1.2. Previous research 
Applications: Menu planning, Balintfy et al. [3]; capital budgeting, Lorie and Savage [15], 
Nauss [20]; nonlinear knapsack problems, Nauss [20]; sales resource allocation, Sinha 
and Zoltners [21]; system reliability, Tillman et al. [22]; design of information systems, Yue and 
Wong [23]; surrogate relaxation in MP, Glover [12], Balintfy et al. [3] and Sinha and Zoltners 
[213. 
Algorithmic development: A review is provided by Dudzinski and Walukiewicz [6]. BB proced- 
ures were described by Armstrong et al. [13, Dyer et al. [7], Ibaraki et al. [14], Nauss [20], and 
Sinha and Zoltners [21]. A discussion of these algorithms and a comparison of their computational 
characteristics was given in Dyer et al. [7]. Dudzinski [5] described a DP algorithm but no 
computational experience was cited. 
1.3. Presentation of algorithm 
An informal description of the hybrid algorithm is presented. However, an efficient implementa- 
tion requires the use of appropriate data structures and careful coding. The reader is referred to 
Dyer et al. [8] for a more detailed escription of algorithmic development. 
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1.4. Elimination of variables by IP-infeasibility or IP-dominance 
The concepts of IP-infeasibility and IP-dominance allow variables to be eliminated from 
MCKP.  Let q e Ni. If Wq > b then q is said to be IP-infeasible and there is no loss of generality in 
deleting q from Ni. Let p, q ~ Ni. Index p is said to IP-dominate q if and only if wp ~< wq and vp >~ Vq. 
It can be shown, see for example Ibaraki et al. [14], that if q is IP-dominated by p then there exists 
an optimal solution to MCKP with xq = 0. Thus, there is no loss of generality in deleting q from N~. 
If p is not IP-dominated by any other q ~ Ni then p is said to be IP-efficient. Let N~ contain the 
IP-feasible, IP-efficient indices of N~. 
2. Development of the hybrid algorithm 
2.1. DP algorithm 
Associated with a DP algorithm for solving MCKP is the k-stage subproblem, SP(k), 1 ~< k ~< m, 
defined to be of the following form: 
k 
maximise ~ ~ vjxj. 
i= 1 jeNi 
k 
subject o ~ ~ wjxj <<. b, 
i= 1 jeNi 
xj = l, l <<. i <~ k, 
jeNi 
k 
xj {0,1 , U N, 
i= l  
Elimination of partial solutions by DP-infeasibility or DP-dominance. The concepts of DP- 
infeasibility and DP-dominance allow partial solutions of MCKP associated with solutions of 
SP(k) to be set to zero. A solution to SP(k) can be uniquely characterised by a vector g with 
g[ i]  ~N7 and xgEi I = 1, 1 ~ i ~< k. Let X ° denote a subset of the set of solutions of SP(k). Associate 
with each x ~ X ° the values 
(v(x), W(x))-- 2 2 w t,j • 
i=1  i=1 
(V(x), If(x)) is said to be a DP-state. If I f(x) > b the partial solution x is said to be DP-infeasible 
and there is no loss of generality in deleting x from Xk °. Let X~ denote a subset of the set of 
DP-feasible solutions of SP(k). It can be demonstrated, see for example Morin and Marsten [17], 
that if for x d, x e e X f 
W(x e)~<I f (x  d) and V(x e) 1>V(xd), 
then there exists an optimal solution to MCKP with xgti ld = 0, 1 ~< i ~< k. Thus, there is no loss of 
generality in deleting xd from X f. The partial solution x d is said to be DP-dominated by x e. If x ~ is 
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not DP-dominated by any other element of X f then x e is said to be DP-efficient. Let X~, denote 






setk=landX°=N] ;  
construct X f by eliminating all DP-infeasible lements of Xk0; 
construct X~, by eliminating all DP-dominated elements of x f ;  
if k = m stop; otherwise set k = k + 1, construct X ° = X~,_ 1 x N~, and goto 
DP-dominance. 
The infeasibility test simply checks if W (x) > b. The dominance test is more complicated but can 
be done efficiently through the use of appropriate linked-list data structures, as described in Dyer et 
al. [8]. In constructing X~, the elements x e X~, are ordered with respect o increasing values of the 
associated W (x). Upon termination, an optimal solution may then be determined by a simple 
"table look-up", i.e. max{ V(x) lW(x) <~ b and x ~ X~m}. 
2.2. Elimination of DP-efficient partial solutions by bounds 
Associated with each DP-efficient solution of SP(k -  1), x~X~- i  and fl = b -  W(x), is the 
complementary subproblem CS(k, fl) defined to be of the following form: 
maximise ~ ~ vjxj 
i=k j~Ni 
m 
subject o ~ ~ wjxj <<. fl, 
i=k j~Ni 
xj = l, k <<. i <~ m, 
j~Ni 
k-1 
x~{O, 1} , j~N-  ~_J Nt. 
t= l  
For given k, fl let LB(k, fl) [UB(k, fl)] denote lower [upper] bounds on the optimal objective 
function value of CS(k, fl). A solution which provides a lower bound LB(k, fl) can be characterised 
by a vector h with h[i] ~ N~ and XhEi~ = 1, k <<. i <<. m. Clearly, LB(I, b) provides a lower bound on 
the optimal objective function value of MCKP and therefore also provides an initial incumbent 
solution with objective function value LB = LB(I, b). 
The lower and upper bounds can also be used to eliminate DP-efficient partial solutions which 
cannot lead to a solution that is better than the incumbent. Thus, if xEX~, is such that, with 
fl = b - W (x) 
V(x) + UB(k + 1, fl) ~< LB, 
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then no completion of the partial solution x can have a larger objective function value than the 
incumbent, and x is said to be eliminated by bound. Thus, there is no loss of generality in deleting 
x from X~,. 
If the partial solution x is not eliminated by bound it may be possible to improve the incumbent, 
i.e. if 
V(x) + LB(k + 1, 1~) > LB, 
then LB = V(x) + LB(k + 1,/3) and a new incumbent can be constructed from the associated 
9 and h vectors. 
A hybrid algorithm may then be stated as follows. 
DP/BB Algorithm 





X ° = N],  LB = LB(1,b), UB = UB(1,b) and if LB = UB stop; 
construct X[ by eliminating all DP-infeasible lements of X°; 
construct X~, by eliminating all DP-dominated elements of X~; 
if IX~,I ~< L IMIT  set X~, = X~, and goto Iterate; 
construct X~, = {x~X~[ V(x) + UB(k + 1, b - W(x)) > LB}; 
setUB' = max{V(x) + UB(k + 1, b -  W(x)) lxeX~}andUB = min{UB, UB'}; 
set LB' = max{V(x) + LB(k + 1, b -  W(x))lx~X~} and LB = max{LB, LB'}, 
updating incumbent if necessary; 
if LB = UB, stop; 
if k = m, stop; otherwise set k = k + 1, construct X ° = X~,-1 x NT, and goto 
DP-dominance. 
In the step Bounding Tests if L IMIT  = 0 then lower and upper bounds will be computed at 
every stage. Upon termination, an optimal solution is determined by either the incumbent or 
a "table look-up" of X~. The hybrid algorithm clearly depends on an efficient method for obtaining 
tight bounds on LB(k + 1, fl) and UB(k + 1, fl) for the fl = b - W (x) generated by the elements 
x ~ X~,. In order to outline a procedure for obtaining such bounds it will be helpful to review the 
relationship between CS(k, fl), its Lagrangian relaxation LR(k, fl) and the Lagrangian dual 
LD(k,/~). 
2.3. Lagrangian relaxation and Lagrangian duality 
Laoranoian relaxation. The Lagrangian relaxation LR(k, fl, y) of CS(k, fl) associated with any 
given multiplier y > 0 is defined to be of the following form: 
LR(k, fl, y )=max Z Z vjxj+y f l -  2 wjxj 
i=k j~Ni i=k jeNi 
subject to y' x j= l ,  k~<i~<m, 
jeNi 
k -1  
xje{O, 1} , jeN- -  U N,. 
t= l  
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LR-dominance. The concept of LR-dominance allows, for any y > 0, variables to be set to zero in 
a solution to LR(k, fl, y). It can be demonstrated, and is implicit in the work of Ibaraki et al. [14] 
and Dyer and Walker [9-1 that if p, q, r e N~ with 
wp < wq < w, and Vp < Vq < v,, 
and 
(vp  - - %)  <<. - v , ) / (% - w,), 
then there exists an optimal solution, for any y > 0, to LR(k, fl, y) with xq = 0 and q is said to be 
LR-dominated by p and r. Thus, in solving LR(k, fl, y) for any y > 0 there is no loss in generality in 
setting xq = 0. If qeN~ is not LR-dominated by any other pair p, reN7 then q is said to be 
LR-efficient. Let N7 contain the LR-efficient indices of N~. Dyer and Walker [9-1 provided 
a procedure which is readily adapted to construct N,'. whereby the elements are ordered with 
respect o decreasing values of the "gradients" computed from the (v, w) values. The first element 
p ~ N ~ is also the first element of N ~ and has gradient Y (p) = c~. If s, t are sequential e ements of N~, 
Y (t) = (vs - vt)/(Ws - wt) and Y (t) >~ Y("next" t) for all t ~ N~. 
Lagrangian dual. It is well known that LR(k, fl, y) provides an upper bound for CS(k, fl), see for 
example Geoffrion [11]. The minimum such upper bound is determined by the Lagrangian dual, 
LD(k, fl), which is defined to be of the following form: UB(k, f l )= min{LR(k,  fl, y): y > 0}. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for a given y > 0 to be optimal in LD(k, fl) can be derived from 
the results given by Fisher [10]. Thus, for a given y > 0 let x j, j e N k- r - -  Ut= 1 Nt ,  denote an rth 
alternative optimal solution to LR(k, fl, y); the value fl - Z m ~Ek YqEZV, WjX~ is termed a subgradient of 
LR(k, fl, y) and y is optimal in LD(k, fl) if and only if there exists a convex combination of the 
subgradients equal to zero, i.e. 
r i=k j i 
c 9= 1, cer~0. 
t 
LD-lists. An LD-list for LD(k, fl), LDLk, is an ordered set derived from N~,, k ~<i~< m. 
The ordering is with respect o nonascending Y-values. A merge sort can be used to construct the 
initial list LDL1; LDLk+I can then be constructed from LDLk by deleting the elements 
j~N'k.  
Solving the Lagrangian dual. The procedure for solving LD(k, fl) is based upon the character- 
istics of the LD-lists, the optimality conditions on the y-multiplier and the following property of 
N~. It can be demonstrated, see for example Dyer and Walker I-9], that if j eN~ with 
Y( j )  >~ y >1 Y("next" j) then there exists an optimal solution to LR(k, fl, y) with xj = 1; further- 
more, if y = YCnext" j) then there exists an alternative optimal solution to LR(k, fl, y) with 
xj = O, x"nexC'~ = 1. 
Let the vector h 1 contain the first (m - k + 1) sequential elements of LDLk and associate with x 1 
the values 
) (V(xl), v ,E,l, • 
i= I  i= I  
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Let q denote the "next" element (if it exists) of LDLk, p the "prior" element o q in its associated 
multiple-choice s t, y the "gradient", Y(q), associated with q, and h 2 = h ~ + {q} - {p}. In a similar 
manner to that above associate with x z the values (V(x2), W(x2)). If the "next" element of LDLk 
does not exist let h 2 = 0 and y = 0. 
If the sequential elements x e X~, are processed in reverse order, i.e. with respect o decreasing 
values of the associated W(x), the resulting fl = b - W(x) are increasing. Let fl~,..., fly denote 






Solution LD(k, fit) 
Iterate 
set t = 1, h 1 = {first m - k + 1 elements of LDLk} with associated x ~, 
and y = ~;  
if W(x 1) > fit goto Solution LD(k, fl'); 
construct h2 with associated x 2 and y, if h 2 = 0 goto Solution LD(k, fit); 
if W(x 2) > ff goto Solution LD(k, fit); 
set h 1 = h 2 and goto Update Bounds; 
set h = h x, LB(k, fl') = V(xl), and UB(k, fit) = V(x ~) + y[ f f  - W(x~)]; 
if t = T stop; else t = t + 1 and goto Update Bounds. 
If, at step Feasibility, CS(k, fit) is infeasible then at step Solution LD(k, fit), as is conventional, 
LB(k, f l t )=-~.  At step Update Bounds if W(x l )<~f f<W(x  2) then, by construction, 
fit _ W(xl), fit _ W(x 2) are subgradients of LR(k, fit, y) and there exists a 0 < ~ ~< 1 such that 
~[flt _ W(xl)]  + (1 - ct)[fl t - W(x2)] = 0. Thus, LD(k, fit) is solved. Note that the main com- 
putational burden for the LD algorithm is in the initial construction of LDL 1 where a merge sort is 
required. Thereafter, for each DP-stage, k, the LD algorithm is essentially linear in the resulting T. 
2.4. Elimination of variables by "reduced costs" 
Consider the y-multiplier, y, the upper bound UB(k,/3) and the optimal solution vector 
h provided by solving the LD(k, fl). For q6N~, k <~i<~ m, the quantity t tq- -y(wq-  Wh[i])- 
(Vq -- Vh[~]) is analogous to the reduced cost on Xq in an optimal solution to the linear programming 
relaxation of CS(k, fl), see for example Geoffrion [11]. It can be demonstrated, see for example, 
Dyer et al. [7], that given 6 = UB(k, fl) - LB(k, fl) if 
then Xq = 0 in any solution of CS(k, fl) which improves upon LB(k, fl). 
Global elimination. The term global elimination designates the use of ~ = UB(1, b) - LB, and the 
reduced costs v~ = y*(wq-  Wh*[i])- (Vq- Vh*ti]) in eliminating appropriate variables from N~, 
1 ~<i~< m, whenever the incumbent is improved in the hybrid algorithm; UB(1,b), y*, h*[i],  
1 ~<i~< m, are provided by solving LD(1,b). The number of variables eliminated is clearly 
dependent upon the quality of LB. In an attempt to improve LB a modified version of the 
" improvement" phase of Balas and Martin's [2] pivot and complement technique can be used. In 
the context of MCKP complementing a multiple-choice set Ni means moving from h[i]  = p to 
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h[i] = q, for p, q ~ N~, and a single or double complement consists of complementing one or two 
sets. 
Local elimination. The term local elimination designates the use of 3 = UB(k, fl) - LB(k, fl) and 
the reduced costs t~q = y(Wq- Wh~kl)- (Vq- VhEkl) in the consideration of the use of q~N~, in 
generating X ° from X~,_ t in the hybrid algorithm. Here fl = b - W(x), x~X~k_ 1, and y, UB(k, fl), 
LB(k, fl) and h[i], k <~ i <<. m are obtained by solving LD(k, fl). If ~q >>, 6, xq is said to be pegged to 
zero at partial solution x. The rationale of such pegging is that in solving MCKP any completion of 
x better than that provided by h has xq = 0. Note that the implementation f the pegging test 
requires additional storage for Y(x) = y, H(x) = h[k] and A(x) = UB(k, fl) - LB(k, fl) for each 
xeX~- l .  
In the existing code the strategy employed for invoking global elimination and bound improve- 
ment is to invoke the reduction procedure outlined in Section 2.4 only when incumbent is improved 
after solving some LD(k, fl) as described in Section 2.3. The strategy employed for invoking the 
Lagrangian dual procedure for solving all the LD(k, fl) is controlled by a global parameter LIMIT. 
Thus, if at some stage, IX~l > LIMIT the Lagrangian dual procedure is invoked to solve all 
LD(k + 1, fl) and enabling tests for elimination of DP-efficient partial solutions and improvement 
of the incumbent to be carried out; L IMIT = 0 indicates the Lagrangian dual procedure to be 
invoked at every stage. Local elimination is invoked when the Lagrangian dual procedure has been 
carried out. 
3. Computational experience 
The algorithm described in this paper was implemented in ANSI-C on an Acorn Archimedes 540 
micro computer running at 30 MHz. The micro, which was used for development and testing is 
a stand-alone RISC-based machine without any floating point hardware (floating point arithmetic 
has to be software mulated) and no virtual memory. All times reported are in seconds. Time for 
I/O and generation of random test data is not included. All comparisons are based on identical 
random data. 
3.1. Generation of  test problems 
Test problems were generated using the following input data: n the number of variables; m the 
number of multiple choice sets; min a lower bound on the cardinality of each set; problem type 
a parameter between 1 and 3 determining the randomness of the coefficients; vwidth a parameter 
determining the magnitude of the coefficients vj, j e N; and wwidth a parameter determining the 
magnitude of the coefficients wj, j e N. 
Using n, m and min a random composition of n into m parts, each of magnitude at least min, was 
generated, with the parts, n~, corresponding to the cardinality of the multiple-choice s ts. For any 
set N~ the coefficients (vi, wj), j e N~, were generated as integers (with vwidth = wwidth = 3000) as 
follows. 
Problem type = 1 wj and vj were generated randomly from a uniform distribution on 
intervals of width wwidth and vwidth, respectively. 
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Problem type = 2 
Problem type = 3 
wj e Ni were generated randomly from a uniform distribution in each of 
the subintervals ofwidth wwidth/ni, if wj lay in the kth w-subinterval then 
the corresponding vj was selected randomly from a uniform distribution 
in the kth subinterval of width vwidth/ni. 
wj were generated randomly from a uniform distribution on an interval 
of width wwidth and vj = w2/vwidth. 
Problem types 2 and 3 attempt to generate "difficult" problems. The knapsack resource constraint 





[min{wj: j~Ni}  + max{wj: jEN~}] 
after the elimination of IP-dominated variables (this reduces the chance of producing trivial or 
infeasible problems). 
3.2. Performance profile of the DP/BB procedure 
Experiments with global elimination suggest hat it is best performed whenever possible, i.e. 
L IMIT = 0, and all test results reported in this section are based on this assumption. The reason 
for this is that the limiting factor of the algorithm is not time but space. In the harder problems 
where the number of DP-states generated at each stage is large it is essential to keep their number 
down as far as possible, since otherwise computation cannot proceed for lack of memory. Also, 
permitting the number of DP-states to increase unnecessarily means that more computational 
effort is required in processing them at the next stage, and this seems to outweigh by far the time 
spent on performing the global elimination. Experiments with the zero, single, or double comp- 
lement echnique suggest little significant difference as regards the average run time or the number 
of DP-states generated and all test results reported in this section are based on using the double 
complement technique. 
Experiments with local elimination suggest that there is little benefit o be gained. In most of the 
problems which were run with and without local elimination, the version of the program including 
local elimination was never faster than the version without local elimination. In most of the more 
difficult problems which were tested only about 1% (or even fewer) of the DP-states generated were 
eliminated by local elimination, although some cases were found where this percentage was as large 
as 15-20%. Further examination of the results revealed that most of the states that could be 
eliminated by local elimination are eliminated by the bounding tests in the next iteration. 
Considering the extra storage requirements and the overheads in setting up the parameters for the 
tests, it was decided not to make use of local elimination in the algorithm. All test results presented 
in this section were computed without local elimination. 
It is clear that the order in which the multiple-choice s ts are processed does not have any effect 
on an optimal solution to a given problem. On the other hand, the number of DP-states generated, 
and hence the efficiency of the algorithm, may depend on the order of processing the sets. In fact, 
for any given instance of MCKP, there must exist a (not necessarily unique) permutation of the 
multiple-choice s ts for which the performance of the algorithm, and any similar DP procedure, is
optimal with respect to run time and/or space requirements. Such an optimal ordering is obviously 
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Table 3 
m = 20 min = 20 
n Problem type BB DP/BB (double) DP/BB (int) 
average run average run average run 
time (s) time (s) time (s) 
500 2 6.5 2.44 0.79 
3 16.8 4.23 1.34 
800 2 17.3 4.52 1.39 
3 > 300 18.11 4.28 
Performance omparison. An attempt was made to compare the DP/BB algorithm with the BB 
algorithm of Dyer et al. [7]. The BB algorithm was originally implemented in FORTRAN 77 and 
testing on a PRIME 750 computer had indicated its computational superiority to other published 
programs. The coefficient data type necessarily used in this program was DOUBLE PRECISION, 
whilst the C-program assumed type "int". The FORTRAN program was ported to the Acorn 
Archimedes and was modified to generate xactly the same test problems as the C-program. In 
order to eliminate the difference in data types as a possible source of the improvement in running 
times, the data type used in the C-program was changed to "double". Whilst the DP/BB program 
experienced no difficulty with problem type 1 generated problems (see Table 1), the BB-program 
was unable to solve such problems quickly even for smaller values of n and m. Harder problems 
generated by problem types 2 and 3 could not be solved within a reasonable time for values of 
n > 1000 and m > 30. No time comparisons can be provided for such cases as the program had to 
be stopped after spending several minutes just on one problem without succeeding in finding 
a solution. To obtain some sort of comparison relatively small values of n and m had to be chosen. 
The results in Table 3 which are based on an average of 5 problems are typical of the performance. 
The results confirm that problems generated by problem types 2 and 3 are indeed difficult to 
handle. However, whilst in such cases a pure BB algorithm fails to find solutions within a reason- 
able time the DP/BB algorithm can cope perfectly well with problems of the size indicated in 
Tables 2 and 3. The effect of using double precision arithmetic is of course to slow down the 
computation, in particular when no floating point hardware is available. However, this is not the 
only reason, since for integer data the sharper bounds which are available in this case will often 
terminate iteration at an earlier stage. To indicate that the lack of floating point hardware is of less 
importance, the FORTRAN program was also run on a SUN-350 workstation and it was found to 
run several times slower than on the Archimedes. 
4. Conclusions 
The results and comparisons presented in Section 3 clearly show that the hybrid algorithm 
performs extremely well in practice, and is able to cope with relatively large and/or difficult 
MCKPs. The obvious limiting factor is memory, but with RAM becoming cheaper memory 
shortage should not cause undue concern. The experiments indicate that certain types of randomly 
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generated MCKPs  are relatively easy to solve. From the theoretical viewpoint, the evidence on this 
is rather conflicting. As regards the 0-1 knapsack problem, for example, the analysis of Goldberg 
and Marchetti-Spaccamela 1-13] and Murphy [18, 19] would imply that such problems are easy, 
whereas that of Chvatal [4] would indicate the opposite. It is clear that the exact model of random 
generation completely determines the difficulty of the resulting problems. The problems used in this 
paper appear, empirically, to be reasonably difficult, but not excessively so. 
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